
Inspiring Success

At i2i, we work alongside your people to develop a culture of high performance thinking in your individuals, teams and 
entire organisation. Working with i2i, you will learn and understand the psychological strategies that help develop, change 
and inspire success.

We help you to create inspired individuals and teams, who in turn then deliver exceptional and sustained business 
performance. Our bespoke programmes and solutions are designed specifically to meet the challenges and opportunities 
facing your business.

Whatever development programme we design for you, we are always focused on delivering significant business 
improvements for all stakeholders and authentic development for your people, as they take ownership of their role in 
driving a culture of excellence.
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Success Blueprint

i2i are committed to building long term relationships and developing sustained levels of high performance and growth for 
your business. Drawing on our experience of working within elite sport and leading organisations, we have identified five 
areas that work together to create success. This is the i2i Success Blueprint.

The i2i Success Blueprint provides a structured and clear process for business growth, staff engagement and cultural 
development that we apply whilst working with you and your teams.

During initial discussions at a research and development phase, we design bespoke programmes and solutions to match 
your needs, at the appropriate stage of the i2i Success Blueprint.
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Purpose inc. Vision Mission Values

People are drawn to organisations that are able to authentically 
communicate why they do what they do.

Following a period of research and development, where we learn 
about your organisation and what drives your people, we work 
alongside relevant stakeholders to define the inspirational purpose 
behind your journey.

Establishing purpose enables you to win the hearts and minds of your 
people, ensuring they are completely committed to achieving the 
business objectives and delivering your strategy.

It is imperative to start with purpose, before looking at the execution 
of strategy and process. Purpose underpins your vision, mission, values 
and the culture you create for your people and teams.

Vision Mission Values

i2i Purpose
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Behaviours Workshops and Development

A series of group discussions and workshops that result in a documented set of behaviours and values reflecting the culture 
and purpose of your team or organisation.

By agreeing and defining the standards and behaviours that are expected on a day to day basis, you encourage your people 
to take ownership and responsibility for the culture of your organisation. During the Behavioural Workshops, you will:

Once the process is completed, your people will commit to a detailed and documented set of behaviours in order to drive 
the organisation onto the next level of performance and commercial growth.

Identify and define key behaviours

Understand the core beliefs of the team

Consider behaviours that are detrimental

Review current challenges

Establish a benchmark for high performance
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High Performance Mindset Programmes

High Performance Mindset Programmes identifying, realising and developing individual and collective capabilities. The 
emphasis is on building and sustaining winning behaviours and teaching practical techniques that drive high performance 
and creative thinking.

The programmes build a strong base of psychological performance theory that enables effective application of the tools 
and techniques taught throughout the programmes. All of the techniques apply to the team as well as the individual, so 
teams can work on specific challenges facing the business.

Modules include:

Neuroscience of Performance

Personal and Organisational ChangeUnderstanding Human Behaviour

Peak Performance Theory Communication and Influence

Performance Zones and Cultures
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Behavioural Assessment with AVA

AVA is a complete behavioural profiling system that will help you understand the talent within your business at an 
individual, team and organisational level. This knowledge is a key driver for improved performance.

AVA will show you how to lead and coach your people, by measuring their assertiveness, sociability, calmness, conformity, 
self-discipline, morale, energy and authenticity. Individual AVA reports allow you to understand each of these areas in 
detail, providing a powerful insight into your people and teams.

A full suite of AVA products are available to i2i customers. These include:

Individual AVA Reports

i2i AVA Team HeatMap

1-2-1 AVA Report ReadBack Online Video ReadBack

Awareness and Application
Training Programmes

Illustrating the range of
personalities within a group

i2i AVA Ideal Role Profiles
Profile the characteristics
of a specific role
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Recruitment and Selection

At i2i, we develop true partnerships, investing significant time and effort to identify the best possible individual for the 
role and for your organisation. We do this by absorbing the organisational culture, thoroughly assessing specific needs and 
opportunities to ensure the most accurate fit. People come on board confident, motivated and ambitious. 
 
Recruiting and selecting the right people is often seen as the most important business challenge, however we see this as 
the most important business opportunity. Our years of experience of working within high performance cultures has 
enabled i2i to develop a differentiated, value creating and analytical selection proposition based on our expertise in 
behavioural science.

Our goal is to ensure your teams are populated with inspirational players. Individuals with a ‘can do’ mindset who see 
going the extra mile as just what they do, every day.

1. Situation 2. Sourcing 3. Selection 4. Support

Four stages of the i2i Recruitment and Selection journey:
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Speeches and Conference Keynotes

i2i have the ability to deliver a variety of speeches to match your individual needs.

Whether that be an inspirational keynote that conveys important messages or an educational seminar that requires 
greater levels of interaction and engagement with the audience.
 
Whatever the label, i2i will ensure a high energy-high impact delivery style to create positive movement within your 
organisation making sure all team members are on the same page.

Inspirational Speeches

Important ‘Take Home’ Messages

Speaker Coaching and Development

Conference Agenda Design

Annual Conference Keynote Boost

High Energy Entertaining Seminars
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Coaching

At i2i we use our expertise in behavioural psychology and conditioning to take talent and advance it through a bespoke 
learning and development programme.

This is achieved by addressing attitudes, behaviours, and highlighting areas for improvement within an individual. 

Once these areas have been addressed, an i2i coach will mentor the individual towards further personal and professional 
success with the goal of creating internal mentors and leaders within your organisation.

Bespoke Development Programmes

Talent Selection and Development

Coaching and Mentoring Programmes

Personal and Professional Success

Internal Mentoring Programme

Organisational Sustainability
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Themed Leadership Days

Experience and knowledge are vital for business growth and development. Our themed leadership days take your 
leadership team on a learning journey of discovery and examples. They are designed to help you and your leadership team 
deal with the current challenges facing you as leaders and your organisation.

The i2i Themed Leadership Days are high impact, inspirational sessions which directly influences leadership styles and 
behaviours. Leadership lessons from elite sport or business, based on first-hand experience and academic research within 
this field provide applied examples from high performance environments. Our themed leadership days are complimented 
with appropriate reading for your leadership team.

After our research and discovery phase with you and your leadership team, we would design the content of your themed 
leadership days based specifically with your current challenges in mind, including our working partnership with a number 
of guest speakers from business or elite sport.

Examples and Lessons in Leadership

Current Business Challenges Addressed

High Performance Environment Examples

Continuous Leadership Development
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Engagement and Surveys

A survey is an excellent way of gathering useful information and feedback. The data from the chosen survey will provide 
an organisational snapshot of current employee engagement and motivational levels.  With our assistance your employee 
engagement survey will:

Staff Motivation & Engagement Staff Surveys 360° Feedback

Create a clear understanding of your employees’ engagement levels

Uncover underlying business issues

Monitor the success of change management

Drive your business strategy forward

Improve two-way communication between staff & management  
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Communication Touchpoints

Providing delegates with regular feedback and continuous inspiration is crucial for sustaining and improving performance. 
To fit around busy lifestyles i2i have developed a variety of communication touchpoints that allow the delegates to stay 
committed and focused on their personal and professional development journey.

These touchpoints are designed to be accessible and convenient for the delegates.

Speech and
Conference Keynotes

i2i Programme
Video Module Review

i2i Programme
Refresher Days

i2i Programme
Email Reminders

i2i Programme
Text Alerts

i2i Programme
Session Webinars
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